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We present an extension of the functional renormalization group to Floquet space, which enables
us to treat the long time behavior of interacting time periodically driven quantum dots. It is one
of its strength that the method is neither bound to small driving amplitudes nor to small driving
frequencies, i.e. very general time periodic signals can be considered. It is applied to the interacting
resonant level model, a prototype model of a spinless, fermionic quantum dot. The renormalization
in several setups with different combinations of time periodic parameters is studied, where the
numerical results are complemented by analytic expressions for the renormalization in the limit
of small driving amplitude. We show how the driving frequency acts as an infrared cutoff of the
underlying renormalization group flow which manifests in novel power laws. We utilize the tunability
of the effective reservoir distribution function in a periodically driven onsite energy setup to show
how its shape is directly reflected in the renormalization group flow. This allows to flexibly tune the
power-law renormalization generically encountered in quantum dot structures. Finally, an in-phase
quantum pump as well as a single parameter pump are investigated in the whole regime of driving
frequency, demonstrating that the new power law in the driving frequency is reflected in the mean
current of the latter.
PACS numbers: 05.10.Cc, 05.60.Gg, 73.23.-b,73.63.Kv
I. INTRODUCTION
Lately low dimensional systems have been the subject
of extensive research both theoretically as well as experi-
mentally. In particular, quantum dots play a central role
as they are considered as elementary building blocks for
possible quantum information processing devices.1
One active field of research concentrates on setups with
time periodically varying external fields with a driving
frequency Ω.2,3 A possible application is the quantum
pump, where charge is transported by periodic oscilla-
tions of the confining potentials without any applied bias
voltage. Thouless suggested an analogon of the classical
peristaltic pump such that by an adiabatic variation of
the external fields, where the driving frequency is small
compared to all other energy scales in the system, quan-
tized particle transport can be observed.4 This has stim-
ulated further theoretical5 and experimental6 research of
pumping setups in this limit as well as beyond it.3,7 The
quantization of the transported charge ne has then led
to the idea of a single electron pump7,8 as well as single
electron currents which could be used as a new standard
of the current.9
Various methods have been deviced to describe time
periodic quantum dot systems, which are often bound to
a certain regime of driving frequency. There is a broad
range of methods avalaible in the adiabatic limit in which
Ω can be taken as a small parameter10–13 as well as in
the anti-adiabatic limit of Ω large compared to all other
energies.14 Methods with which it is possible to access
the whole range of driving frequency are often limited
to the non-interacting regime.15 The regime of driving
frequencies of the same order as the dot coupling Γ shows
interesting effects such as single parameter pumping and
reversion of the pump direction.14,16–20
One of the main challenges, when describing these sys-
tems theoretically is to treat the local on-dot Coulomb
interaction of the many-particle systems.11,16,21–25
We propose an approach to treat interactions in time
periodically quantum dot systems without any restric-
tions concerning driving frequency or amplitude. The
influence of the time periodically varied external fields is
modeled as usually by time dependent parameters p(t)
(referred to as ‘signal’ in the following) in a microscopic
model.5,11,15,17,19,22,24,26–29 The shape of the signal can
be of arbitrary form in our approach. We use the func-
tional renormalization group (FRG) method to treat in-
teractions, which has proven to be a versatile tool for
interacting low-dimensional systems.30 It has been ex-
tended recently to treat quantum dot system with an
explicitly time dependent Hamiltonian.31 This approach
can be used to study the transient behavior of time pe-
riodic systems. The long time dynamics, however, is nu-
merically difficult to access and performing the full time
evolution explicitly renders analytical insights of the long
time limit out of reach.
We aim at the steady state of the time periodic sys-
tem which arises when all transient behavior has died out
and the system has inherited the given periodicity. To
access this long time behavior directly, we sent the initial
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time t0 at which the dot and leads are coupled to −∞.
We set up a FRG procedure, which explicitly takes ad-
vantage of the time periodicity of the system making use
of the Floquet theorem32 and hence employing Floquet
Green’s functions.33–35 Differently than other methods,
which explicitly take advantage of the adiabaticity10–13,
anti-adiabaticity14 or smallness of the driving amplitude
our method is not bound to any limit in driving frequency
or amplitude. The unbiased RG procedure in Floquet
space as a natural basis of the time periodic setup, can
be applied to various quantum dot setups and can reveal
physics arising of the interaction induced correlations in-
cluding power-law behavior with interaction dependent
exponents. A new power law in the driving frequency
which is reflected in the mean current of a single param-
eter pump has already been presented in Ref. 36. Be-
sides the technical details of the utilized method, we here
present further applications and explicitly leave the limit
of small driving amplitudes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the gen-
eral setup is introduced and the Green’s function in the
Keldysh formalism are defined and transformed to Flo-
quet space. Furthermore, the observables of interest are
defined. Section III illustrates the general idea of the
functional renormalization group and elaborates on the
incorporation of the flow parameter as well as the applied
truncation of the hierarchy of differential equations. The
time dependent flow equations are then transformed to
Floquet space. Section IV introduces the interacting res-
onant level model as an established model of a spinless
single level quantum dot and the known physics in the
time independent model is presented. Our main results
are discussed in Sec. V, where we consider the renormal-
ization of the parameters of the model for four different
protocols. Both the hopping matrix elements and/or the
onsite energy of the dot are varied periodically in the
limit of small driving amplitudes. Besides the numerical
solution of the full flow equation, analytical expressions
for the renormalized parameters are obtained in the limit
of small driving amplitude, which allows to gain a deeper
understanding of the underlying renormalization physics
and reveal a new power law in the driving frequency. This
is complemented by the results of Sec. VI for a periodi-
cally varied onsite energy in the whole range of driving
amplitude, which shows interesting tunable renormaliza-
tion physics. In the last Sec. VII we turn to quantum
pumps as one possible application in the field of periodi-
cally driven quantum dot systems. Physical consequences
of the afore discussed renormalization are examined. The
appendix presents the details of the analytic calculations.
II. MODEL AND KELDYSH GREEN’S
FUNCTIONS IN FLOQUET SPACE
A. Hamiltonian
We are aiming at the non-equilibrium transport
through periodically driven few level quantum dots with
a Hamiltonian of the form
H(t) = Hdot(t) +
∑
α
[Hcoup,α(t) +Hlead,α] , (1)
with a general dot Hamiltonian, which consists of a single
particle term and a two-particle interaction,
Hdot,0(t) =
∑
ij
ij(t)d
†
idj , (2)
Hdot,int(t) =
∑
ijkl
u¯ijkl(t) d
†
id
†
jdldk . (3)
Here d(†), d are annihilation (creation) operators on the
dot and the i, j, k, l label the levels of the dot. The leads
are modeled as non-interacting and are tunnel-coupled to
the dot
Hcoup,α(t) =
∑
i,qα
vqα,i(t) d
†
i cqα + H.c., (4)
Hlead,α =
∑
qα
(qα − µα) c†qαcqα , (5)
with annihilation (creation) operators c
(†)
qα of reservoir
electrons. Within our approach any of the parameters
indicated by the argument t can be time periodic with
the same period T . These time periodic variations of the
parameters can be of general form; examples are sinu-
soidal signals and rectangular ones.
B. Green’s functions in Keldysh formalism
We employ the Keldysh formalism to tackle the non-
equilibrium situation with an explicitly time dependent
Hamiltonian and thus work with Green’s functions de-
pending on two times.37,38 The Green’s functions can be
employed to compute transport observables, as e.g. the
current.39 The non-interacting reservoirs are projected
out resulting in reservoir self-energies, which are dis-
cussed later on. To treat on-dot interactions our ap-
proach allows to set up and solve flow equations for the
dot one-particle irreducible vertex functions such as the
self-energy and effective two-particle interaction. The
right hand side of the flow equations depends on the dot
Green’s function and the vertex functions. The latter are
in turn fed back to the Green’s function via the Dyson
equation, resulting in differential equations to be solved.
We can thus focus on the dot Green’s functions with the
retarded and Keldysh components defined as
Gretij (t, t
′) = −iΘ(t− t′)Trρ0{di(t), d†j(t′)}, (6)
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GKij(t, t
′) = −iTrρ0[di(t), d†j(t′)], (7)
with the operators in the Heisenberg picture and [.., ..]
and {.., ..} denoting the commutator and the anticom-
mutator, respectively.
ρ0 = ρ(t = t0) = ρ
dot
0 ⊗ ρresα1,0 ⊗ ρresα2,0 ⊗ ...⊗ ρresαn,0 (8)
is the initial density matrix at time t0. The reservoirs
are supposed to be in grand canonical equilibrium with
temperature Tα and µα
ρresα,0 = e
−(Hα−µαNα)/Tα/Tr e−(Hα−µαNα)/Tα , (9)
with Nα being the particle number operator. We assume
that the dot is initially empty and decoupled for t < t0.
The advanced Green’s function follows as
Gadvij (t, t
′) =
[
Gretji (t
′, t)
]∗
. (10)
Aiming at time-periodic systems in the long time
limit, we will transform the Green’s functions to Flo-
quet space.33,40–45 This is justified by the Floquet theorem
stating that for linear differential equations of the form
d
dt
Ψ(t) = A(t)Ψ(t) with A(t) = A(t+ T ) (11)
there are periodic solutions of the form
Ψα(t) = e
−iαt/~φα(t), (12)
where the Floquet modes have the same periodicity as
the operator A(t): φα(t) = φα(t + T ).
32 The Floquet
Hamiltonian is defined as
H(t) = H(t)− i~ ∂
∂t
, (13)
with the Floquet modes as its eigenfunctions. This Flo-
quet Hamiltonian can then be considered in Floquet
space, a composite space of the real space R and the
space of time periodic functions T . Its basis is given by
|i, k〉 = |i〉 ⊗ |k〉 , (14)
with |i〉 = c†i |0〉 and the Fourier basis |k〉 with k Z. The
elements of the Hamiltonian in the Fourier space T are
defined via a Fourier transformation as
〈k|H |k′〉 = Hk,k′ = 1
T
∫ T
0
dtei(k−k
′)ΩtH(t), (15)
with the driving frequency defined as the inverse of the
period Ω = 2pi/T .
With the Fourier series of the time dependent param-
eters
ij(t) =
∑
k
ij;k e
ikΩt (16)
the single particle part of the Floquet dot Hamiltonian
becomes (~ = 1)
〈i, k|H |j, k′〉 = (ij;0 − kΩδij)δkk′ + ij;k′−k (17)
in Floquet space, where all time independent parameters
are diagonal in T ; all time dependent parameters con-
tribute with the appropriate Fourier coefficients.
The resolvent of the Floquet Hamiltonian in Floquet
space is the non-interacting, retarded Green’s function
gret(ω) =
1
ω −H+ i0+ . (18)
C. Transformation to Floquet space
The starting point are the previously defined two-time
Green’s functions and the well known Dyson equation(
i
∂
∂t
− ˆ(t)
)
Gˆ(t, t′)−
∫ ∞
t0
dt1Σˆ(t, t1)Gˆ(t1, t
′) = δ(t−t′)1,
(19)
where multiplications are understood as summation over
quantum numbers and ˆ(t) is the single particle part of
the Hamiltonian. All objects are read as matrices, or-
dered in the convention of Ref. 46
Gˆ =
(
Gret GK
0 Gadv
)
. (20)
Aiming at the long time behavior, we set t0 to −∞, which
allows to apply the following transformation to Floquet
space.33,35,45 The second time argument of the general
Green’s functions for X = ret, adv, K, <,> is Fourier
transformed,44
GXij (t, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′eiω(t−t
′)GXij (t, t
′), (21)
which in turn implies
GXij (t, t
′) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dωeiω(t
′−t)GXij (t, ω). (22)
Applying the Floquet theorem we Fourier expand with
respect to the remaining time dependence
GXi,j(t, ω) =
∑
k
GXij;k(ω)e
−ikΩt, (23)
with the coefficients defined as
GXij;k(ω) =
|Ω|
2pi
∫ T
0
dt eikΩtGXij (t, ω) (24)
resulting in an extra Floquet index k. The Fourier coef-
ficients of the Green’s function are understood as
GXij;k = G
X
ij;k0, (25)
which by using the relation
GXij;kk′(ω) = G
X
ij;k−k′0(ω + k
′Ω) (26)
can be generalized to
GXij;kk′(ω) = 〈i, k|GX(ω) |j, k′〉 (27)
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in Floquet space. Equation (26) introduces an artificial
dependency on a second Floquet index, which allows for
a simple matrix multiplication in Floquet space.
The known symmetries of the two time Green’s func-
tions and self-energies31 still apply, resulting in
Gadvij;kk′(ω) = [G
ret
ji;k′k(ω)]
∗ (28)
and
GKij;kk′(ω) = −[GKji;k′k(ω)]∗. (29)
The same relations hold equally for the respective self-
energies.
The transformation of the Dyson equation (19) yields[
(ω + kΩ)1− (+ Σret(ω))]Gret = 1 (30)
for the retarded component. The double underlines indi-
cate the objects as matrices in Floquet space, assuming
summation over the real space quantum numbers as well
as the Floquet index. The identity is defined accordingly
as 1
ij,kk′
= δijδkk′ and  indicates the matrix of the sin-
gle particle part of the Hamiltonian with the coefficients
defined in Eq. (17).
The structure of our approach allows to set up a flow
equation, which can be equally transformed to Floquet
space to compute the self-energy, which includes interac-
tion in the system and is applicable in the whole range
of driving frequency (see Sect.III).
D. Reservoir self-energy
The influence of the reservoirs is projected onto the
dot, resulting in a reservoir self-energy Σ
res
.47 It is added
to the self-energy, which incorporates the interaction,
when computing the full Green’s function via Dyson’s
equation as
G = (g−1 − Σ
res
− Σ)−1 = (G0−1 − Σ)−1. (31)
In the second step the exact reservoir self-energy Σ
res
is incorporated in the effective dot Green’s function G0.
The Keldysh self-energy for reservoir α is then
Σα,Kres,ij,kk′(ω) =
∑
k1,qα
v∗qαi,k−k1 [1− 2 fα(ω + k1Ω)][
gα,retres (ω)− gα,advres (ω)
]
vqα,j,k1−k′ , (32)
where fα is the Fermi function of reservoir α.
In the case that all time dependency is on the dot, it can
be simplified by an analog of the dissipation fluctuation
theorem
Σα,K
res
(ω) = [1− 2Fα(ω)]
[
Σα,ret
res
(ω)− Σα,adv
res
(ω)
]
, (33)
with Fα(ω)kk′ = fα(ω + kΩ)δk,k′ .
E. Observables
The single-particle observables we are interested in can
be computed from the Green’s function in Floquet space.
They inherit the external periodicity which allows us to
write them as a sum of higher harmonics. The time de-
pendent expectation value of the occupation number is
given by
n¯i(t) = 〈c†i ci〉 =
∑
k
ni,ke
ikΩt, (34)
where
ni,k =
1
4pii
[∫
dωGKii;−k0(ω)
]
+
1
2
δk,0 . (35)
The time dependent current for the reservoir α = R,L
is39
Jα(t) = −iTr ρ0[H(t), Nα(t)] =
∑
k
Jα,ke
ikΩt, (36)
where Nα is the particle number operator of the reservoir
α. The coefficients are defined as
Jα,k =
1
4pi
∑
k′
∫ ∞
∞
dω
[
Σˆretα,−k−k′(ω + k
′Ω) GˆKk′(ω)
− Gˆret−k−k′(ω + k′Ω) ΣˆKα,k′(ω)
]
+ [−k → k]∗, (37)
with summation over dot indices assumed. The pumped
charge per period is defined as
Q =
1
2
∫ T
0
dt (JL(t)− JR(t)) (38)
and is connected to the mean current Jk=0 = JL,k=0 =
JR,k=0 via Jk=0 = Q/T . The latter describes the average
amount of pumped charge per unit time.
III. FUNCTIONAL RENORMALIZATION
GROUP
A. General idea
The functional renormalization group (FRG) is a
method to treat many-particle problems of interacting
fermions or bosons. An infinite hierarchy of differential
equations for the vertex functions constitutes an exact
reformulation of the many-particle problem.30 A flow pa-
rameter is introduced to obtain this hierarchy, which can
be done in several ways, one possibility is to introduce
an infrared cutoff into the bare Green’s function. The
FRG procedure then employs Wilson’s idea of renormal-
ization, where throughout the flow, contributions of all
energy scales are successively summed up, regularizing
the resulting expressions.
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Introducing the flow parameter Λ into the bare Green’s
function (G0 → GΛ0 ), such that GΛ=∞0 = 0, GΛ=00 = G0,
the one-particle irreducible n-particle vertex functions γn
depend on Λ as well. Taking the derivative with respect
to Λ results in flow equations of the form
d
dΛ
γΛn = F(γΛ1 , γΛ2 , ..., γΛn+1,Λ) (39)
leading to an infinite set of coupled differential equations.
A complete solution of this infinite set would give the
exact expressions of all n-particle vertex functions.
Focusing on fermionic, many-particle systems, FRG
has been applied in two-, one- and zero-dimensions.30
In the context of zero-dimensional quantum dot setups,
various implementations have been realized: whereas for
equilibrium problems, Green’s functions in the Matsub-
ara formalism are derived, it is also possible to consider
Keldysh Green’s function with real frequencies for the
steady state of non-equilibrium systems48,49 or with ex-
plicit time dependency for the transient behavior.31 It is
thus a next natural step to set up the flow equations in
Floquet space.
The hierarchical set of flow equations can in general not
be solved and the need for truncation arises. The first
two equations of this hierarchy are the flow equations of
the single particle vertex function γ1 = −Σ, i.e. the self-
energy and of the effective two-particle interaction (two-
particle vertex function). Different truncation schemes
have been implemented, depending on the considered sys-
tem. We will focus on the lowest order truncation since it
has been shown that it already captures the leading low
energy physics for the quantum dot system of interest.48
The flow equation for the self-energy in its general form
is
∂ΛΣˆ
Λ(1′;1) = −
∑
22′
SˆΛ(2;2′)γΛ2 (1
′,2′;1,2). (40)
The multi-indices 1,1′,2,2′ include the real space quan-
tum number i as well as either Matsubara frequencies
iω for equilibrium, real frequencies ω and Keldysh con-
tour index p for a steady non-equilibrium situation or a
continous time variable t and Keldysh contour index p
in the case of explicitly time dependent non-equilibrium
setups. For time periodic systems in the long-time limit,
the multi-index consists of a real space quantum num-
ber i, a Floquet index k, the continous frequency ω and
the Keldysh contour index p. The so-called single-scale
propagator is defined as
SˆΛ(1;1′) = −GˆΛ(1;2)∂Λ[GˆΛ0 (2;2′)]−1GˆΛ(2′;1)
= ∂∗ΛGˆ
Λ(1;1′). (41)
The truncation is realized by setting the two-particle ver-
tex γ2 to the antisymmetrized bare interaction u¯
γΛ2 (1,2,1
′,2′) = −iu¯1,2,1′,2′ (42)
and all higher vertices are set to zero. This is a rea-
sonable choice for small interactions, as γn is of order
=
t
t
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the first flow equa-
tion in the time dependent form. The hierarchy of flow equa-
tions is cut after this equation by setting the two-particle
vertex function to the bare interaction [see Eq. (42)]. To deal
with time periodic systems the flow equation is transformed
to Floquet space.
O(Un), where U denotes the amplitude of the interac-
tion. In the resulting approximation scheme the feed-
back of the self-energy is incorporated in the single-scale
propagator, such that contributions of all order of inter-
action are included in the diagram. The renormalized
parameters are thus correct at least to the leading order
U , but partially capture the higher order contributions
by the RG procedure. In this way FRG is able to capture
power-law behavior with U dependent exponents correct
to its leading order.30,31,48,50
The Keldysh component of the self-energy does not
flow31,48 in this truncation scheme, leaving us only with
one flow equation for the retarded component of the self-
energy.
Since the flow equation of the explicitly time depen-
dent implementation of this truncation31 is also valid in
the long time limit of time periodic setups, it is not neces-
sary to derive the flow equations on the level of generating
functionals; we can simply transform the explicit time de-
pendent flow equation to Floquet space. The flow equa-
tion of the retarded component of the two-time Green’s
function in Keldysh space31 is
∂ΛΣ
ret,Λ
ij (t
′, t) =
∑
n,m
SK,Λnm (t, t)
[
− i
2
u¯imjn(t)
]
δ(t′ − t)
(43)
and is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 1. It is trans-
formed by Eqs. (21) and (23), resulting in
∂ΛΣ
ret,Λ
ij;k0(0) = −i
∑
n,m,k′
∫
dω
4pi
SK,Λnm;k′+k0(ω)(u¯imjn;k′000),
(44)
with the initial conditions
Σret,Λ=∞ij,k0 (0) =
1
2
∑
l
u¯iljl;−k000, (45)
ΣK,Λ=∞ij,k0 (0) = 0. (46)
The right hand side of Eq. (44) depends on the Keldysh
Green’s function which is related to the retarded self-
energy via the Dyson equation. The lowest order trunca-
tion allows to compute the frequency independent contri-
bution to effective, renormalized single particle parame-
ters, rendering the system an effective non-interacting
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one with parameters renormalized by the interaction in-
duced correlations at the end of the flow.
The flow equation differs by an extra single-particle-
like Floquet index from the flow equation of the time
independent, stationary system. These Floquet chan-
nels are coupled and higher harmonics can be created
throughout the flow, rendering it necessary to solve the
full flow equation numerically with an appropriate num-
ber of higher harmonics. We will show below that in the
limit of small amplitudes, the equation can be solved an-
alytically to gain insights into the renormalization of the
parameters of periodically driven quantum dot setups.
We emphasize again that no further approximation
concerning either the driving frequency or the driving
amplitude is necessary for the derivation of the flow equa-
tion. This must be contrasted to other approaches to
treat interactions in the field of periodically driven quan-
tum dot setups, where often the adiabatic or the antia-
diabatic limit is employed to make predictions for the
observables. Our only restriction is a small interaction
compared to the leads bandwidth U/D  1.
B. Hybridization cut-off scheme
In order to introduce the flow parameter, we use the
known reservoir cut-off scheme.31,49 The flow parameter
is the hybridization of auxiliary leads, connected to each
of the dot levels. Each auxiliary reservoir is assumed to
have infinite temperature, rendering its distribution func-
tion structureless and the value of its chemical potential
irrelevant. Initially, these reservoirs are coupled infinitely
strong, which renders all other energy scales unimpor-
tant. Throughout the flow, the auxiliary leads decouple
and contributions of all energy scales are gathered to reg-
ularize possible divergencies. At the end of the flow, the
auxiliary reservoirs are completely detached, recovering
the initial physical system with renormalized parameters.
This choice of the flow parameter preserves causality.51,52
IV. THE INTERACTING RESONANT LEVEL
MODEL
A. The model
The interacting resonant level model (IRLM) has been
established as a standard model for correlated quantum
dots dominated by charge fluctuations. It is known to
be the field theoretical model of a single fermionic level
coupled to two fermionic baths. We realize it within a
microscopic model with the dot Hamiltonian
Hdot = (t)n2 −
[
τL(t) d
†
1d2 + τR(t) d
†
2d3 + H.c.
]
+ U
[(
n1 − 1
2
)(
n2 − 1
2
)
+
(
n2 − 1
2
)(
n3 − 1
2
)]
(47)
FIG. 2. Sketch of the interacting resonant level model, a
prototype model for an interacting quantum dot. Within our
method, any of the shown parameter can be considered as
time periodic. The time-dependency of µL(R)(t) can be shifted
to the hopping amplitudes τL(R) in the scaling limit.
written in a convenient form, such that  = 0 corresponds
to the particle-hole symmetric point. Here ni = d
†
idi de-
notes the particle number operator of site i. The central
site models the quantum dot, the first and the third site
model the first side of the left and right reservoir, respec-
tively. A Coulomb interaction U between an electron on
the dot and on the first site of the left and right reservoir
is introduced. We consider both cases of positive and
negative interaction. A possible realization of the latter
might be a quantum dot coupled to phonons, with the
phonon frequency in the adiabatic limit.53 The resulting
model is depicted in Fig. 2.
The hopping matrix elements τL(R)(t) are time periodic
with equal mean values given by the Fourier index k = 0:
τL,k=0 = τR,k=0 = τ0. We note that the calculations
could easily be generalized to asymmetric mean values
as well as different interaction strength UL 6= UR.
In order to reproduce the field theoretical IRLM with
this microscopic model, we employ the scaling limit. The
reservoirs are chosen to be structureless bands with hop-
ping elements v independent of the wave vector kα. The
resulting bandwidth D = piv2ρres with |v|  |τL(R)| and
a constant density of states ρres is large compared to all
other energy scales in the setup. As a consequence, a
single site quantum dot is modeled with an effective hy-
bridization of
Γ1d =
|τ0|2
D
. (48)
Setting D → ∞ and τ0 → ∞ with |τ0|
2
D remaining con-
stant, would reproduce the field theoretical model ex-
actly. Since our lattice model interaction U = uˆ(Dpi),
where uˆ is the interaction defined in the field theoretical
IRLM, also U/D is taken as a constant in this limit.54
A time dependence of the chemical potential can be
shifted to the hopping amplitudes τL(R) in the scaling
limit. This is realized by a gauge transformation as
e.g. explained in Ref. 55–58
τ0 → τ0ei
∫ t
0
µ(t′)dt′ . (49)
Then the reservoir self-energies in the scaling limit are
Σ
ret/adv
ij,kk′ (ω) = ∓iDδkk′δij(δi1 + δi3), (50)
6
ΣKij,kk′(ω) = −2iD[1− 2f(ω + kΩ)]δkk′δij(δi1 + δi3),
(51)
with D defined above and f(ω) is the Fermi function.
The initial condition of the flow Eq. (44) for the
particle-hole symmetric Hamiltonian is
Σret,Λ=∞ = 0 (52)
as the U dependent contribution to the onsite energy
cancels the initial condition Eq. (45).
B. The equilibrium IRLM
In an equilibrium setup the self-energy behaves as Σ ∼
U ln τ0D in first order perturbation theory. It thus shows
a logarithmic divergency in the wide band limit of D →
∞. Several methods have been deviced to resum this
divergency.59–63 The FRG is one of these methods and
has been applied succesfully both in equilibrium and non-
equilibrium.48,54
Truncated to the lowest order an approximate self-
energy is obtained within the FRG. At the end of the flow
it provides correlation-induced corrections to the single-
particle parameters of the Hamiltonian: the renormal-
ized hoppings become τ renL = τ
init
0 + Σ
ret,Λ=0
12 as well as
τ renR = τ
init
0 + Σ
ret,Λ=0
23 and the renormalized onsite en-
ergy is ren = init + Σret,Λ=022 . Superscript ’init’ or ’ren’
mark the parameter at the beginning (Λ =∞) or at the
end of the flow (Λ = 0), respectively. The interaction
is thus completely reflected in the renormalization of the
parameters, such that at the end of the flow the system is
effectively non-interacting. Single-particle observables of
interest for the interacting setup can be computed with
the non-interacting expressions using the renormalized
parameters.
The renormalization flow of the hopping matrix ele-
ment is characterized by an energy scale that provides the
infrared cutoff. An infrared cutoff is defined as the en-
ergy scale which stops the renormalization flow, i.e. when
the flow parameter Λ reaches the value of the infrared
cutoff, the renormalization group flow levels off and sat-
urates to its final value (compare first panel of Fig. 3 for
the equilibrium setup). The latter in turn depends in
a power-law fashion on the infrared cutoff scale. If the
setup of interest features more than one energy scale,
the infrared cutoff is affected by all these energy scales,
which compete with each other. In the limit of one much
larger energy scale compared to the others, the largest
one provides the infrared cutoff.
In an equilibrium setup τ0 cuts its own flow, resulting
in48
τ ren0
τ init0
=
(
2
(
τ init0
)2
D2
)− UpiD+O(U2)
for ||  TK  D. (53)
(54)
The emergent low energy scale TK is defined via the
charge susceptibility
χ =
dn
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
∼
(
τ init0
D
) 2U
piD+O(U2)
=
−pi
2TK
. (55)
TK will be used as the relevant low energy scale from now
on. In the non-interacting case this equals
T˜K =
4|τ init0 |2
D
, (56)
where τ init0 can be substituted by τ
ren
0 to incorporate the
interaction. Both definitions of TK are equivalent to the
leading order in U and would be the same in the limit
D → ∞. We thus do not differentiate between these
definitions here and suppress the tilde in the following.
In the regime of   TK considered here the renor-
malization of the onsite energy  is of the order U2 (if
init = 0, ren = 0 to all orders). Equally the onsite ener-
gies of site 1 and 3 are only renormalized to higher order.
For the role of  as an infrared cutoff see Ref. 48.
C. The time independent non-equilibrium IRLM
Considering a steady-state non-equilibrium setup with
an applied bias voltage V one finds48
τ ren0
τ init0
∼
(
τ init0
D
)− 2UpiD+O(U2)
forV, ||  TK  D,
(57)
τ ren0
τ init0
∼
(
V
D
)− UpiD+O(U2)
for TK, ||  V  D .
(58)
The renormalization of the time independent hopping is
thus characterized by the largest energy scale of the two
competing energies TK and V .
For V  TK, V cuts off the flow of τ ren0 and Eq. (58)
holds. This power law in the voltage is also reflected in
the current
J ∼
(
V
D
)− 2UpiD+O(U2)
. (59)
V. THE DRIVING FREQUENCY AS AN
INFRARED SCALE - ANALYTIC
CALCULATIONS
In periodically driven dot setups the driving frequency
Ω introduces a new energy scale. To investigate its role in
the renormalization flows of the parameters of the IRLM,
we will consider four different protocols:
• In protocol 1 only the left hopping τL(t) is chosen to
be time periodic, while the right hopping τR and the
onsite energy  are assumed to be time independent,
i.e. τR = τ0 and  = 0.
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• In protocol 2 the left and the right hopping τL(R)(t)
are chosen to be time periodic, while the onsite
energy  is assumed to be time independent and
 = 0.
• In protocol 3 the left and the right hopping are
assumed to be time independent, i.e. τR = τL = τ0,
while the onsite energy (t) is chosen to be time
periodic.
• In protocol 4 the left hopping τL(t) and the onsite
energy (t) are assumed to be time periodic, while
the right hopping is assumed to be time indepen-
dent with τR = τ0.
As mentioned before, we concentrate on left right sym-
metric mean hoppings τL,k=0 = τL,k=0 = τ0 and the par-
ticle hole symmetric point k=0 = 0. The flow equations
of the hopping and the onsite energy are
∂Λτ
Λ
L(R),k = −
U
4pii
∂∗Λ
∫
dωGK,Λ12(23);0k(ω), (60)
∂Λ
Λ
k = −
Ui
4pi
∂∗Λ
∫
dω
(
GK,Λ11;0k(ω) +G
K,Λ
33;0k(ω)
)
(61)
for time independent interaction U with
τΛ→∞L(R),k = τ
init
L(R),k, 
Λ→∞
k = 
init
k . (62)
The resulting approximate self-energies provide the
correlation induced corrections to the kth component of
the initial single particle parameters, such that the renor-
malized hoppings become τ renL,k = τ
init
L,k + Σ
ret,Λ=0
12,0k as well
as τ renR,k = τ
init
R,k + Σ
ret,Λ=0
23,0k and the renormalized onsite
energy becomes renk = 
init
k + Σ
ret,Λ=0
22,0k .
The four protocols are analysed analytically in the
limit of small amplitudes ∆τ,∆, where a dimensionless
parameter p =
τk 6=0
τ0
=
k 6=0
TK
is defined and kept small
(p  1). Besides of the numerical solution of the full
flow equation, we aim at an analytic expression of the
renormalization to leading order of U, 1D , p, but do not
make any assumptions on the size of the driving fre-
quency Ω. We reemphasize that due to the truncation
the full flow equation (60) and (61) do not contain all
terms to order U2 and higher. The RG procedure, how-
ever, implies a partial resummation which e.g. leads to
power laws with U dependent exponents. In order to
tackle the flow equation analytically, the respective en-
tries of the Keldysh Green’s function GK,Λij;0k are computed
to order p and 1D and inserted in the flow equations (60)
and (61). The left-right symmetry of the mean hoppings
as well as the interaction simplifies the analytic expres-
sions, but analogous consideration can be made for more
general expression of asymmetric setups. For the sake of
clarity, we will only present the key results of our calcu-
lations in the main text and refer the interested reader
to the appendix for the details of the calculations. All
analytic results (indicated by symbols in the figures) are
1
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|τk=1|/|τ0| = 0.025
00
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FIG. 3. Numerical data (solid line) and analytic expressions
(crosses) for the renormalization flows of the k = 0, 1 com-
ponents for protocol 1 and 2 for U/D = 0.1 and TK/D =
4.62 · 10−5 for several values of driving frequency Ω. The ar-
rows in the upper row indicate the position of the respective
driving frequencies. The upper panel shows the k = 0 com-
ponent of the left hopping τL for all protocols for different
values of driving frequency. There is no dependence on the
driving frequency Ω. In contrast, the middle panel shows the
k = 1 component, which clearly exhibits a dependence on the
driving frequency. Ω provides the cutoff of the flow if Ω > TK
in protocol 2 if τL is time periodic. The third panel shows the
flow of τL,k=1 if both τL and τR are driven. To the order O(p)
the flows equal the ones of protocol 1, because the feedback
of τR is of higher order.
compared to the full numerical solution (solid lines in the
figures) of the flow equations in the following section in
order to validate them.
A. k = 0 component
The analytic calculation in the limit of small ampli-
tudes shows that the k = 0 channel of the Keldysh
Green’s function decouples to the order p from the higher
harmonics and is independent of the driving frequency Ω.
As a result, the renormalization of the k = 0 component
of the left hopping τL,0 can be computed independently
and is unaffected by the time dependency or the exact
driving setup, i.e. it is the same for all four protocols.
The resulting differential equation for the mean value of
the left and right hopping matrix element reproduces the
one of the equilibrium setup48
∂Λτ
Λ
0 = −
U
piD
τΛ0 /D
(Λ/D)2 + Λ/D + 2(τ0/D)2
. (63)
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Solving this differential equation thus results in the same
power law as discussed in the equilibrium case
τ ren0
τ0
∼
(τ0
D
)−2αk=0
, αk=0 =
U
piD
+O(U2). (64)
Note the suppressed superscript ’init’ compared to
Eq. (57) for a better readibility. τ0 is assumed to be the
initial value from now on, if not stated otherwise.
As depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 3 the flow is
always cut by the low energy scale TK independent of
the applied driving frequency and in agreement with the
discussion in the time independent IRLM. The analytic
result captures nicely the full numerical solution, where
the differences results from higher order effects in U, p, 1D ,
which are beyond the scope of our analytics. In Fig. 5
the exponent αk=0 of the power law of the hopping [see
Eq. (64)] is displayed. It has been extracted from the
full numerical solution. This is realized via a logarithmic
derivative as d ln(τ renL,0 )/d ln(τ0), implemented as centered
differences, which is a very sensitive measure. The re-
sulting exponent is in good agreement with the analytic
prediction in the regime of small interactions. The devi-
ation in the regime of larger interaction results from U2
contributions. From our discussion about the time inde-
pendent IRLM, we know that the onsite energy does not
flow away from the particle hole symmetric point, which
thus holds here equally.
Let us highlight that the driving frequency Ω does not
provide an infrared cutoff for the k = 0 component of the
hopping, since the effective energy scale is kΩ = 0. The
component is even completely unaffected by any time
periodicity in the limit of small driving amplitudes.
B. Protocol 1: Time periodic τL(t)
In protocol 1 the left hopping is varied time period-
ically with an arbitrary signal shape. We focus on the
renormalization of the higher harmonics of the time de-
pendent left hopping τL,k 6=0. Our analytical calculation
shows (see the appendix) that the respective components
of the Keldysh Green’s function decouple from each other
in the leading order in p. Moreover they show the same
functional dependence on kΩ, such that the kth coeffi-
cient only depends on the driving frequency in combina-
tion with the respective factor k. As a result all higher
harmonics are described by the same expression. This
allows us to obtain the following analytic expression for
the flow of all k 6= 0 harmonics of the time periodically
driven left hopping
∂Λτ
Λ
L,k 6=0 = −
U
piD
τΛL,kΛ/D
2
Λ2
D2 +
(
4|τ0|2
D2 +
ikΩ
D
)
Λ
D+
2i|τ0|2kΩ
D3 +
4|τ0|4
D4
.
(65)
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FIG. 4. Numerical data (sold line) and analytic expressions
(symbols) for the renormalized left hopping and the onsite
energy as a function of driving frequency Ω for protocols 1, 3
and 4 for U/D = 0.1 and TK/D = 4.62 · 10−5. The absolute
values of the first five higher harmonics are shown in the first
panel as a function of kΩ. The left hopping is driven with
τL = τ0 +
∑10
k=1 ∆τ sin(kΩt), i.e. each harmonic has the same
initial value. All solid lines lie on top of each other demon-
strating the same functional dependence on kΩ for each kth
harmonic. When kΩ ≤ TK, (shown in the inset), τL,k=1 bends
to an Ω independent value, confirming that TK is the main
energy scale in the adiabatic limit. The middle panel shows
the renormalization of τL,k=1 as well as k=1 for oscillating
onsite energy. While τL,k=1 is renormalized strongly, k=1 is
not and its feedback into τ renk=1 is negligible. The third panel
shows the renormalization of τL,k=1 in protocol 4. Here the
k=1 is chosen five times larger compared to the other setups,
to make its contribution in form of the bump more visible.
Solving Eq. (65) results in the following dependencies
(k 6= 0)
τ renL,k
τL,k
∼
(τ0
D
)−2αk=1
, αk=1 =
U
piD
+O(U2), kΩ TK
(66)
τ renL,k
τL,k
∼ (kΩ)−αΩ , αΩ = U
piD
+O(U2), kΩ TK
(67)
revealing power-law behavior in two different regimes:
the small frequency regime of kΩ  TK and the large
frequency regime with kΩ TK. In the small frequency
regime the τk 6=0 are cut by the energy scale TK, resulting
in the same power law as for τ0. If the driving frequency
kΩ is much larger than TK, it provides the cutoff of the
renormalization flow resulting in a power law in the driv-
ing frequency. Hence, as discussed before, both energy
scales Ω and TK affect the infrared cutoff and compete
with each other, such that in the limit of one energy
scale much larger than the other, the largest one pro-
vides the infrared cutoff. This is immediately reflected
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FIG. 5. The exponents of the renormalization of the zeroth
and first harmonic of the hopping in different regimes as well
as the corresponding exponent of the mean current J0. All ex-
ponents are extracted from the logarithmic derivative (imple-
mented as centered differences) of the full numerical solution.
For small U the exponents show excellent agreement with the
analytic predictions. The exponents αk=0/1 show stronger
higher order corrections in U than the exponents αΩ/J .
in the power-law scaling of τ renL,k .
In the central panel of Fig. 3 the analytic expression
Eq. (65) (symbols) is compared to the full numerical so-
lution (solid line) for τL,k=1 and τL(t) = τ0 + ∆τ sin(Ωt).
The figure shows that the analytic expression can com-
pletely capture the full numerical solution and the role
of kΩ as an infrared cutoff, such that the renormaliza-
tion flow bends at the respective value Λ ≈ kΩ. The
analytic description is enhanced by the feedback of τ0 by
substituting the mean hopping matrix elements by their
renormalized values of Eq. (64). This has no impact in
the regime of kΩ > TK, but improves the agreement of
the analytic description with the numerical solution of
the full flow equation in the small frequency limit, where
all components (including τ0) are cut by TK.
In Fig. 5 the exponents of the power laws τ ren(τ0) and
τ ren(Ω) are displayed, which were computed by a loga-
rithmic derivative of the numerical solution of the full
flow equation. Both exponents αk=1 and αΩ show ex-
cellent agreement with the analytic prediction, where
the higher order corrections with increasing interaction
strength are weaker for αΩ. The renormalized higher har-
monics at the end of the flow are depicted as a function of
kΩ in the upper panel of Fig. 4, where the analytic expres-
sion is compared to the full numerical solution. Here the
left hopping is varied as τL(t) = τ0 +
∑10
k=1 ∆τ sin(kΩt)
such that all non-vanishing Fourier coefficients have the
same initial value. It shows the universal dependence on
kΩ for each kth harmonic (all five solid lines lie on top
of each other). The inset shows that in the limit of small
frequencies all curves bend to an Ω independent value
due to the infrared scale TK.
The dependency of the renormalization of the kth
Fourier coefficient on kΩ has interesting implications for
the renormalized signal τ renL (t): First, due to the k de-
pendency, each component is renormalized differently,
i.e. with increasing Fourier index, the renormalization is
weakened. If the driving frequency is fixed, the different
strength of renormalization changes the ratio between the
Fourier coefficients and thus modifies the signal shape.
This can be utilized to design the initial signal such that
the renormalized one has a desired form.36
On the other hand, the renormalization depends on the
driving frequency, such that signals with a larger driv-
ing frequency are renormalized weaker than adiabatically
driven ones. While a positive sign of the interaction de-
creases the amplitude with increasing Ω, the opposite is
true for a negative interaction. Thus, depending on the
sign of the interaction, a rectification or amplification of
the effective signal amplitude is observed.
Finally, we mention that the discussed power law in
the regime of larger driving is also reflected in an observ-
ables such as the mean current J0 of a single parameter
pump. We postpone the detailed discussion to section
VII B, where results for different kinds of pumping se-
tups are presented.
C. Protocol 2: Time periodic τL(t) and τR(t)
The analytic calculation of the Keldysh Green’s func-
tion shows that there is no contribution of the higher
harmonics of the right hopping to renormalization of the
higher harmonics of the left hopping and vice versa to the
order O( 1D , p, U). As a consequence, the flow of the left
and right hoppings τL(R),k are described by the same ana-
lytic expression as for τL,k in protocol 1. This is depicted
for τL,k=1 in the lowest panel of Fig. 3. The Eqs. (65),
(66) and (67) hold equally in this setup.
D. Protocol 3: Time periodic (t)
In protocol 3 only the onsite energy is driven periodi-
cally and we focus on a sinusoidal signal
(t) = ∆ cos(Ωt)
around the particle hole symmetric point.
To obtain the analytic expression of the renormaliza-
tion of Λk G
K
11(33),0k is computed to leading order in p
indicating that the higher harmonics are decoupled as in
protocol 1. For the sinusoidal signal, we can focus on
k = 1 only. Since the first order perturbation theory
contribution to renk is not plagued by logarithmic diver-
gencies, the resulting expression
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renk=1(Ω)
Dτk/Ω
=
U
piD
TK
2
initk=1
D
i(TK/2 + iΩ)/D
Ω/D(TK + iΩ)/D
[
ln
(
T 2K
T 2K + 4Ω
2
)
− 2i arctan
(
2Ω
TK
)]
(68)
captures renk analytically when including the feedback of
τ0. This also holds for the higher harmonics of more gen-
eral setups and is shown in the appendix. The inset of
the central panel of Fig. 4 shows that the analytic treat-
ment (symbols) indeed captures the numerical solution of
the full flow equation (solid line). While the imaginary
part is mainly renormalized in the regime Ω ≈ TK, the
real part is renormalized for Ω / TK; in both cases the
renormalization is minor.
The renormalization of τΛL(R),k=1 is more interesting:
while its initial value is zero, it is finite throughout the
renormalization flow. The renormalization of the left and
right hopping is exactly the same, due to the left-right-
symmetry of the setup. Evaluating the Keldysh Green’s
function GK12(23),01 for the left (right) hopping, reveals
that it does not depend on τΛL(R),k=1, i.e. the feedback of
τΛL(R),k=1 into its own renormalization is of order O(U2).
As a result, the renormalization is not described by a dif-
ferential equation, but can be computed in a first order
perturbation theory calculation. It proves to be advan-
tageous to do this in an effective model, which is real-
ized by employing the replica idea, as e.g. discussed in
Refs. 40, 64, and 65. The time periodic system is mapped
on a time independent system with an infinite number of
replicas in an auxiliary k direction, when interpreting the
Floquet index k as an extra spatial index. The various
replicas are coupled by the higher harmonics of the time
periodic parameters. For an effective model, only those
replicas are included, which can interfere with τL,k=1 to
leading order of p. From this we can compute the renor-
malization of the hopping elements τL(R) at the end of
the flow
τ renL(R),k=1
Dτk/Ω
= − U
2ipiD
τ ren0
(TK + iΩ)/D
k=1
D
[
−2i arctan
(
TK
2Ω
)
+ ipi + ln
(
T 2K + 4Ω
2
T 2K
)]
. (69)
A more detailed explanation of the effective model as well
as the analytic calculations is given in the appendix.
In the upper panel of Fig. 6 the result of the pertur-
bative calculation (crosses) is compared to the full nu-
merical solution (solid line) for the renormalization flow
of τL,k=1. The flow diagram shows more structure com-
pared to the afore discussed one and three regimes can
be identified: For large driving frequencies the hoppings
are barely renormalized, resulting in minor renormaliza-
tion of τL(R),k=1. In the adiabatic regime on the contrary,
the renormalization is sizable, but decreases again when
the flow parameter reaches the regime Λ . TK. In the
regime of moderate driving frequency Ω ≈ TK (dark red
line) renormalization is the strongest. The renormaliza-
tion flow thus features not only one infrared cutoff, but
is affected by a complex interplay of Ω, k=1, TK and the
flow parameter Λ. The renormalized hopping is shown in
the central panel of Fig. 4, where the analytic expression
(crosses) and the full numerical solution (solid line) are
presented for τL,k=1. The real and imaginary parts are
shown featuring the most prominent renormalization for
Ω ≈ TK and no renormalization in the adiabatic (Ω→ 0)
as well as the antiadabiatic (Ω → ∞) limit. The differ-
ence between the analytic expression and the numerical
data is of order O(U2) and thus beyond the scope of our
considerations.
E. Protocol 4: Time periodic τL(t) and (t)
In protocol 4, we assume both left hopping and onsite
energy to be time periodic
τL(t) = τ0 + ∆τ sin(Ωt),
(t) = ∆ cos(Ωt).
In this protocol, we can combine the results of the proto-
cols 1 and 3: For the renormalization of τL,k=1 to leading
order in U , the two contributions of both protocols add
up. As discussed in protocol 3, the feedback of τL,k=1
into its own renormalization is of order O(U2) and thus
beyond the scope of our calculations. The renormaliza-
tion of k=1 is the same as in protocol 3, since there is no
contribution to it generated in protocol 1.
The flow of the left hopping τL,k=1 is depicted in Fig. 6,
comparing analytic expression (symbols) and numerical
solution (solid line). For large driving frequency the
renormalization flow is mainly characterized by the con-
tribution of protocol 1, featuring the driving frequency
as the infrared cutoff. In contrast to this, the renor-
malization flows of Ω = 0.1TK and Ω = 0.01TK sheer off,
reflecting pronouncedly the contribution to the renormal-
ization induced by k=1. In the lower panel of Fig. 4, the
analytic expression and the full numerical solution of the
renormalized τL,k=1 is presented. In the limits Ω → 0
and Ω→∞ the renormalization is defined by the contri-
bution of the time periodic left hopping (from protocol
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FIG. 6. Numerical data (solid lines) and analytic expressions
(symbols) of the renormalization flows of τk=1 for protocol 3
and 4 for U/D = 0.1 and TK/D = 4.62 · 10−5 for several val-
ues of the driving frequency Ω. The arrows on the upper line
indicate the respective value of Ω. The upper panel shows
the renormalization group flow of the k = 1 component of
protocol 3, which is more complicated than the renormaliza-
tion of the k = 1 component of the protocols 1 and 2. While
in the antiadiabatic limit the renormalization is surpressed
by the driving frequency Ω, the interplay between Ω and Λ
at around TK results in strong renormalization for Ω ≈ TK
(compare also Fig. 4). The lower panel shows the renormal-
ization of τk=1 in protocol 4. The renormalization for the
large values of driving frequency Ω is only defined by the con-
tribution of the driven τL, in the limit of adiabatic driving the
flow shows deviations resulting from the contribution by the
renormalization due to the nonzero k=1.
1), the contribution of the time periodic (t) manifests
itself as a bump in the intermediate regime of Ω ≈ TK.
The setups of protocol 2 and 4 correspond in the adi-
abatic limit to the two parameter pump as described by
Brouwer.5 While for protocol 2 there is no pumped charge
observed at the particle hole symmetric point, there is
maximal pumping in protocol 4. We will further discuss
the charged pump of this setup out of the adiabatic limit
and gradually varying the phase shift between the onsite
energy and the left hopping in section VII A.
VI. TUNING THE EFFECTIVE RESERVOIR
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
We leave the limit of small driving amplitude to inves-
tigate the effect of the reservoir distribution function on
the renormalization flow. The reason we can find power
laws in the limit of vanishing temperature are the sharp
edges of the reservoir distribution function. They lead
to divergencies in the self-energy which are summed up
throughout the renormalization group flow. The respec-
tive energy scales (defining the positions of the divergen-
cies) are reflected in the infrared cutoff, where the larger
the height of the step the larger is its contribution. If
the infrared cutoff is dominated by a single energy scale,
we find a single dominant power law. Finite temperature
broadens the steps and thus regularizes the divergencies
in the self-energy.
In contrast to T = 0 equilibrium where there is al-
ways a single step at the Fermi level of height one, non-
equilibrium shows richer physics. The additional degree
of freedom introduced by leaving equilibrium can be used
to control and tune the effective reservoir distribution
function. A well known example, is a symmetrically ap-
plied bias voltage V , where the resulting steps in the
distribution function are at ω = ±V2 . In the case of
V  TK this then results in the power law discussed
in Sec. IV C. Nevertheless, the tunability in this setup is
comparably limited, when contrasted to time periodically
driven systems, which allow to tune the effective reser-
voir distribution function in a very diverse way creating
intriguing multi-step situations.
To make use of this we turn to the setup of protocol 3
where the onsite energy is varied
(t) = ∆ cos(Ωt) (70)
around the particle-hole symmetric point.
In order to illustrate the physical situation at hand,
the time dependency of the dot is shifted to the reservoir
couplings v(t) = v0 exp(i
∫ t
t0
∆ cos(Ωt′)dt′) as described
by Eq. (49) and in Refs. 25 and 57. We note that in the
numerical implementation we do not perform this gauge
transformation and stick to the scheme described above.
The Keldysh self-energy is
ΣKα,kk′(ω) = −2iD[δkk′ − 2f˜α,kk′(ω)], (71)
with an effective reservoir distribution function
f˜α,kk′(ω) =
∑
k2
J∗k−k2
(
∆
Ω
)
fα(ω + k2Ω)Jk′−k2
(
∆
Ω
)
(72)
also referred to as the generalized distribution function.
Here J(x) is the Bessel function and the bandwidth D =
piρres|v0|2 is defined as before. To consider the effect on
the mean value of the hopping matrix elements, we focus
on the k = 0 component of f˜α(ω), which is given as the
weighted sum of the Fermi distribution function
f˜α,0(ω) =
∑
m
[
Jm
(
∆
Ω
)]2
fα(ω +mΩ), (73)
where fα(ω) = (e
βαω + 1)−1. At βα → ∞ it shows a
multistep structure with steps of width Ω and a height
determined by the nth Bessel function
hn =
∣∣∣∣Jn(∆Ω
)∣∣∣∣2 (74)
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at ω = nΩ.25,66,67 It is thus possible to tune the effec-
tive reservoir distribution by selecting a certain ratio of
amplitude and driving frequency q = ∆Ω . We here study
three different cases.
In case (a) the ratio is fixed by J0(q) = 0 (q ≈ 2.405).
The resulting effective reservoir distribution of the k = 0
channel (right top of Fig. 7) shows no step at ω = 0, but
steps at ω = ±Ω. This way we have designed an effective
reservoir function that resembles in the regime of small
energies |ω| the form of the effective reservoir distribu-
tion of the time independent dot model with an applied
bias voltage V = 2Ω. The renormalization group flow of
the k = 0 component of the left hopping is depicted as
the solid line in Fig. 7 for several values of the driving fre-
quency. The flow is clearly characterized by an infrared
cutoff at 2Ω as long as the driving frequency is larger
than TK. This follows from the positions of the steps in
the reservoir distribution function located at the driving
frequency in strict analogy to a time-independent setup
with a driving bias voltage. The resulting divergencies
at Ω sum up to a cutoff in the infrared for the renormal-
ization flow of the k = 0 coefficient of τL. The steps at
larger ω do not affect the flow significantly due to their
smaller heights.
In the lower panel of Fig. 7 the charge susceptibility
of case (a) and of a setup with an applied bias voltage
as discussed in Ref. 48 are compared. This observable is
determined by the renormalized hoppings and thus shows
equal behavior for both situations, confirming the afore
discussed similarity in the renormalization flows.
In case (b) we choose J1(q) = 0 (q ≈ 3.830) for the
steps at ω = ±Ω to vanish. The effective distribution
function is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 7. It
features steps at ω = 0 and ω = ±2Ω. The flow (dashed
line in Fig. 7) exhibits a less clear saturation behavior and
is cut off twice: First at the scale 2Ω reflecting the edge
at ω = 2Ω and then subsequently around TK, reflecting
the edge at ω = 0.
Finally, in case (c), the ratio q is chosen such that
J0(q) = J1(q) with q ≈ 1.435, i.e. with edges at ω =
0,±1Ω with equal height. Consequentially, the equally
separated edges all contribute likewise and are reflected
as multiple energy scales in the RG flow. The result-
ing flow (dotted line) does not feature one pronounced
infrared cutoff but is rather cut by each of the equally
distant energy scales. As a consequence, the flow is bend
in a long tail.
In contrast to the limit of small amplitudes (see
Sec. V), the kth component of the hopping is no longer
only defined by a dependency on kΩ. In particular, al-
ready τk=0 depends on Ω. Since our approach follows a
transparent renormalization group procedure and is not
biased by any assumption made in the process of setting
up the RG equations, it is fully capable to capture this
dependency. Unequivocal dependencies in the RG flow
such as the kΩ dependency in the kth coefficient in the
small amplitude limit might be captured by alternative
RG methods as well. However, capturing dependencies,
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FIG. 7. The frequency Ω can act as cutoff even in the ze-
roth component: Driving only the onsite energy 0 results
in a multistep effective reservoir distribution functions, with
steps at ω = nΩ of width Ω and height hn = |Jn( ∆Ω )|2.
The distribution functions are sketched at the right hand side
to picture the different situations. The effective distribution
function is then reflected in the renormalization flow of the
k = 0 harmonic of the hopping. The renormalization (solid
line) in protocol (a) shows a clear infrared cutoff due to the
edge at ω = Ω. The renormalizations (dashed line) in proto-
cols (b) shows bending at two energy scale due to the edges
at w = 0,±2Ω. The renormalization (dotted line) in proto-
col (c) is characterized by the multiple energy scale off the
equidistant steps with equal height, resulting in a long tail.
In the lower panel, the susceptibility of protocol (a) is com-
pared to the susceptibility of a setup with an applied DC
bias voltage. Due to similar renormalization of the zeroth
component of the hopping, the susceptibility shows equal be-
havior for both situations. For the whole plot U/D = 0.2
with TK/D = 7.93 · 10−5.
which result from a more involved interplay of cut-off
scales, is often quite complicated in other RG approaches
than the FRG. Therefore, this is an example where FRG
naturally shows its full potential.
VII. QUANTUM PUMPS OUT OF THE
(ANTI)ADIABATIC LIMIT
A. In phase quantum pump
In the traditional pump setup5 two parameters are var-
ied time periodically in the adiabatic limit. Keeping a
finite phase shift between their signals leads to pumped
charge from one reservoir into the other. As discussed for
protocol 4, we realize this setup by varying the left hop-
ping on the dot and the onsite energy around the particle-
hole symmetric point. Maximal charge is pumped from
the left to the right reservoir, if the signal of the left hop-
ping is retarded by pi/2 compared to the signal of the
onsite energy. We thus define a positive pumped charge
Q if it flows from the left to the right reservoir and con-
sequentially negative if charge is pumped in the opposite
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FIG. 8. Pumped charge for various phase differences θ be-
tween the signals of left hopping and onsite energy with
∆τ/τ0 = ∆/TK = 0.05 for U/D = 0.0, 0.2 and accordingly
TK/D = 2.5 · 10−5, 7.93 · 10−5. A monotonously decreasing
function for θ = pi/2 with increasing driving frequency be-
comes a non-monotonous function with maximal pumping in
the opposite direction as the phase difference vanishes. The
behavior is independent of interaction. In the limit of fast
driving no charge is pumped at all, independent of the phase
difference between the signals.
direction.
We want to examine a gradual evolution from this case
into an in-phase quantum pump by decreasing the phase
difference between the signals of the two periodically
driven parameters. Starting with a maximal phase differ-
ence θ = pi/2, θ is decreased gradually and the pumped
charge Q is depicted for the whole range of possible driv-
ing frequency in Fig. 8. For θ = 0 we end up in an in-
phase quantum pump with two time periodic parameters,
which are varied with the same signal, i.e. oscillate in
phase. Independent of the phase difference, no charge is
pumped in the limit of large driving frequency, already at
Ω = 10TK a negligibly small pumped charge is obtained.
For the maximal phase difference θ = pi/2, Q is maxi-
mal in the adiabatic limit and decreases monotonously
and rapidly as the driving frequency Ω approaches the
low energy scale TK. As θ decreases, the function be-
comes non-monotonic and establishes a minimum with
a negative sign, such that for θ = 0, maximal charge is
pumped in the opposite direction for a moderate driving
frequency of Ω . TK.18 The pumped charge vanishes in
either the adiabatic or in the antiadiabtic limit. The ef-
fect of the interaction on this behavior is marginal for all
phase differences (besides the renormalization of the low
energy scale TK).
The in-phase quantum pump is sometimes also called
single parameter quantum pump in the literature,17 since
it might be realized by one periodically varying external
field controlled by a single gate voltage experimentally.7
Here we use a different nomenclature. For us a single
parameter pump is defined by having only one time pe-
riodic model parameter. It will be discussed in the next
section.
B. Single parameter quantum pump
In section V B we have discussed the renormalization
of the higher harmonics of the left hopping, time periodi-
cally varied with an arbitrary signal. We want to discuss
now how the observed power law in kΩ in the limit of
large driving is reflected in an observable. For this we
concentrate on a simple sine signal
τL = τ0 + ∆τ sin(Ωt) (75)
in the small amplitude limit. We break particle hole sym-
metry, by choosing a finite (but small compared to TK)
onsite energy 0 = 0.4TK. The resulting single parame-
ter pump has a finite mean current Jk=0 without applied
bias voltage.
The mean current Jk=0 is computed in a non-
interacting, effective model with renormalized parame-
ters which incorporate all correlation physics. The ana-
lytic expression for the dc current J0 is obtained by inter-
preting the Floquet index as an extra spatial index40,65 as
already discussed for protocol 3 (replica idea). Identify-
ing the leading order contributions to the current leaving
the left reservoir, shows that the system can be restricted
to an effective three terminal setup as the finite current
is a consequence of temporary excursions of the electron
in the k = ±1 replicas of the system. Using a Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker formula,68,69 we obtain an analytic expression of
the mean current (for more details see the supplemental
material of Ref. 36), which reads
JL,k=0
Ω
=
1
2pi
( |τ renL,1|
τ renL,0
)2
TK arctan
(
2
TK
)
(76)
in the limit of large driving frequency Ω and describes
the exact solution in case of vanishing interaction. Due
to the leading dependency on τ2L,k=1, the power law in the
driving frequency of the higher harmonics then manifests
in
JL,k=0
TK
∼
(
Ω
TK
)−2U/(piD)
. (77)
In Fig. 5 the exponent αJ = U/(piD) + O(U2) is de-
picted. It is obtained via a logarithmic derivative
d ln(JL,k=0)/d ln(Ω) from the numerically calculated cur-
rent via Eq. (113).
This finite current cannot be obtained in methods,
which rely on tunneling rates with a single time argu-
ment as e.g. used in Ref. 17 for the regime Ω . Γ. A
different approach was put forward in Ref. 14. The au-
thors take care of the two-time structure of tunneling
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FIG. 9. Mean left current as a function of onsite energy 
for protocol 1 with the non-interacting TK = 0.01. Only the
left hopping element is varied time periodically with a sine
signal in the non-interacting system. Results obtained with
the quantum master equations are compared to the Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker type formula extended to finite temperature. The
quantum master equation is capable to reproduce the finite
mean current for large driving frequency Ω/(2piTK) = 200.
With increasing temperature the agreement with the analytic
formula improves.
in and out, but integrate out one time argument using
time scale separation in the anti-adiabatic limit. This
approach allows to compute a finite current in a spinful
single level setup in the anti-adiabatic limit for the same
protocol as considered here.
In order to relate to these results and understand our
setup in the context of quantum master equations, we
take explicitly advantage of the time periodicity. We set
up master equations in Floquet space
p˙s(t) =
∑
ks′
e−ikΩtW kss′p
′
s(t),
〈Iγ〉 (t) =
∑
knss′
e−i(k+n)ΩtW k,γss′ p
n
s′ (78)
for the non-interacting system with only time periodic
hopping elements and compute the mean value of the
left current
〈IL,0〉 =
∑
nss′
W−n,Lss′ p
n
s′ . (79)
The kernel W kss′ is computed to the first order in tunnel-
ing coupling in Floquet space (more details of the calcu-
lation are presented in the appendix).
These results (solid lines) are compared in Fig. 9 to the
analytic formula (dashed line) obtained via Landauer -
Bu¨ttiker formalism in the replica picture (expression can
be found in the appendix), which can be extended to
finite temperature as long as T < Ω. The left mean
current as a function of onsite energy is displayed. The
quantum master equation is indeed able to reproduce the
finite mean current with a correct qualitative behavior.
The perturbative expansion in the tunneling coupling im-
proves with increasing temperature leading to a good
agreement in the regime T > TK.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We developed a FRG approach for the long time be-
havior of time periodic, interacting quantum dot setups.
The method takes advantage of the periodicity explicitly
and uses Floquet-Green’s functions to set up the func-
tional RG in Floquet space. The approach in the natural
basis for time periodic problems thus requires no further
restrictions on the driving frequency or amplitude and al-
lows to study the role of the driving frequency as a cutoff
scale (also analytically in the limit of small driving am-
plitude).
We applied the approach to the interacting resonant
level model as a prototype model for quantum dots dom-
inated by charge fluctuations. Four protocols are exam-
ined with different combinations of time periodic hop-
ping elements and onsite energy in the limit of small
driving amplitudes. The decoupling of the renormaliza-
tion of k 6= 0 channel of the hopping elements and the
onsite energy in this limit allows for an analytical de-
scription of their renormalization to the leading order
in U, 1D , p =
τk 6=0
τ0
=
k 6=0
TK
at the particle hole symmet-
ric point besides the full numerical solution. It shows
that the kth component only depends on the driving
frequency with the prefactor k, i.e. only on kΩ. This
renders the mean value independent of the driving fre-
quency and the exact protocol of time periodicity. More
importantly, it reveals a new power law for the higher
harmonics of the time periodic hopping τk 6=0 in the driv-
ing frequency kΩ with a U dependent exponent in a setup
with only time dependent hopping elements. This k and
Ω dependent renormalization of τk 6=0 has interesting ef-
fects on the renormalized time-periodic signal: its shape
is changed and the amplitude is rectified or amplified de-
pending on the sign of the interaction. On the other hand
the renormalization of τk 6=0 in a setup of periodically var-
ied onsite energy does not show the usual dependence on
a single infrared cutoff, but a complicated interplay of all
involved energy scales and thus does not show power-law
behavior.
These results are complemented by a consideration of
a setup with a time periodic onsite energy in the whole
range of driving amplitude. Here the effective reservoir
distribution function is tuned by choosing a certain ra-
tio of driving amplitude and frequency. Knowledge of
the form of the effective reservoir distribution function
allows to analyse how the edges of the reservoir distribu-
tion functions at nΩ (which lead to infrared divergencies)
are reflected in the renormalization group flow. A reser-
voir distribution function can be constructed in a time
periodic setup which resembles the one of an applied bias
voltage and thus leads to similar renormalization of the
hopping element.
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Finally, we made use of the accessibility of the whole
range of driving frequency and discussed the pumped
charge of in-phase quantum pumps and the finite mean
current J0 of a single parameter pump, which directly re-
flects the power law of the higher harmonics of the time
periodic hopping.
The presented Floquet FRG can be extended to a
higher order truncation scheme of the flow equations. A
more general transformation to Floquet space33 can be
employed to treat the four time dependent two-particle
vertex function efficiently, but the numerical effort to in-
clude the arising full frequency dependency as well as an
appropriate number of higher harmonics renders this a
much more involved task. Besides of the study conducted
here, describing periodically driven one-dimensional lat-
tices provides another promising application of the devel-
oped formalism. The FRG has been vital in understand-
ing, e.g., the boundary and impurity physics of Luttinger
liquids in30,50 and out-of70 equilibrium. This will be the
subject of a forthcoming publication.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE ANALYTIC CALCULATIONS
Here details of the analytic calculations are presented. The main goal is to derive an analytic expression for the
renormalized parameters in the time periodic interacting resonant level model and this way gain an understanding
of the underlying renormalization flow of our FRG approach in the limit of small amplitudes ∆τ,∆. We define a
dimensionless parameter p =
τk 6=0
τ0
=
k 6=0
TK
, which is kept small p 1 for all calculations.
The inverse of the retarded reservoir dressed dot Green’s function in Floquet space is defined as
(Gret,Λ)−1 =
Hˆ−1−1 Hˆ−10 0Hˆ0−1 Hˆ00 Hˆ01
0 Hˆ10 Hˆ11
 , (80)
where only Floquet indices k, k′ are shown, while each Hˆk,k′ is itself a matrix in real space. The infinite Fourier space
is already truncated after the first higher harmonic i.e. only the subspace spanned by k = 0,±1 is included. This is a
consistent approximation to O(p) if we focus on the renormalization of the k = 0,±1 coefficients.
The diagonal elements in the Fourier space Hˆk,k are the k = 0 components of the ’reservoir dressed’ Floquet Hamil-
tonian defined in Eq. (13)
Hˆk,k =
ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ) τL,0 0τ∗L,0 ω + kΩ− 0 + iΛ τR,0
0 τ∗R,0 ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ)
 , (81)
the respective offdiagonal elements Hˆk,k′ for k 6= k′ are
Hˆk,k′ =
 0 τL,k′−k 0τL,k′−k −k′−k τR,k′−k
0 τR,k′−k 0
 , (82)
with the corresponding k′ − k Fourier coefficients as defined in Eq. (17). As discussed in the main text, we set
τL,k=0 = τR,k=0 = τ0 and k=0 = 0.
We are only interested in the leading order of the small parameter p and thus neglect all terms O(p2). Then the
retarded Green’s function is given by
Gret,Λ =
 Hˆ−1−1−1 −Hˆ−1−1−1Hˆ01Hˆ−100 0−Hˆ−100 Hˆ10Hˆ−1−1−1 Hˆ−100 −Hˆ−100 Hˆ01Hˆ−111
0 −Hˆ−111 Hˆ10Hˆ−100 Hˆ−111
 , (83)
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with only the Floquet indices shown and summation over the quantum numbers of the real space assumed. The
inverse of the Hamiltonian in real space is then given by
Hˆ−1k,k =
1
K
(ω + kΩ + i(Λ +D))(ω + kΩ + iΛ)− |τ0|2 τ0(ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ)) τ0τ0τ∗0 (ω + kΩ + i(Λ +D)) (ω + kΩ + i(Λ +D))2 τ0(ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ))
τ∗0 τ
∗
0 τ
∗
0 (ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ)) (ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ))(ω + kΩ + iΛ)− |τ0|2
 ,
(84)
with
K = (ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ))2(ω + kΩ + iΛ)− 2|τ0|2(ω + kΩ + i(D + Λ)). (85)
Note the transparent structure of Gret,Λ in the Fourier space in Eq. (83) to the leading order of O(p): The diagonal
elements only feature the inverse of the respective Hamiltonian entry. The off-diagonal elements with an effective
(or physical) Fourier coefficient k1 = k − k′ 6= 0, depend on the k1th coefficient of the Hamiltonian and k diagonal
elements of the inverse Hamiltonian.
The Keldysh reservoir self-energy is given in the k = 0,±1 Fourier space as
ΣK =
ΣˆK−1−1 0 00 ΣˆK00 0
0 0 ΣˆK11
 , (86)
where each ΣˆKkk′ is a matrix in R
ΣˆKkk = 4iD
θ[−(ω + kΩ)]− 12 0 00 0 0
0 0 θ[−(ω + kΩ)]− 12
 . (87)
Using the Dyson equation to compute the Keldysh Green’s function (for reservoirs that fulfill the dissipation-
fluctuation-theorem)47
GK,Λ = Gret,ΛΣKGadv,Λ (88)
the Keldysh Green’s function becomes to linear order in p
GK,Λ =
GˆK−1−1 GˆK−10 0GˆK0−1 GˆK00 GˆK01
0 GˆK10 Gˆ
K
11
 (89)
with
GˆK−1−1 = Hˆ
−1
−1−1Σˆ
K
−1−1(Hˆ
−1
−1−1)
∗
GˆK−10 = −Hˆ−1−1−1ΣˆK−1−1(Hˆ−100 )∗Hˆ01(Hˆ−1−1−1)∗ − Hˆ−1−1−1Hˆ01Hˆ−100 ΣˆK00(Hˆ−100 )∗
GˆK0−1 = −Hˆ−100 ΣˆK00(Hˆ−1−1−1)∗Hˆ10(Hˆ−100 )∗ − Hˆ−100 Hˆ10Hˆ−1−1−1ΣˆK−1−1(Hˆ−1−1−1)∗
GˆK00 = Hˆ
−1
00 Σˆ
K
00(Hˆ
−1
00 )
∗
GˆK01 = −Hˆ−100 ΣˆK00(Hˆ−111 )∗Hˆ01(Hˆ−100 )∗ − Hˆ−100 Hˆ01Hˆ−111 ΣˆK11(Hˆ−111 )∗
GˆK10 = −Hˆ−111 ΣˆK11(Hˆ−100 )∗Hˆ10(Hˆ−111 )∗ − Hˆ−111 Hˆ10Hˆ−100 ΣˆK00(Hˆ−100 )∗
GˆK11 = Hˆ11Σˆ
K
11(Hˆ
−1
11 )
∗
and Hˆ−1k,k defined as above. Again summation over suppressed real space quantum numbers is assumed. The structure
of the elements is transparent and allows to generalize the expression to
GKkk = Hˆ
−1
kk Σˆ
K
kk(Hˆ
−1
kk )
∗, (90)
GˆKkk′ = −Hˆ−1kk ΣˆKkkHˆ−1,∗k′k′ Hˆkk′Hˆ−1,∗kk − Hˆ−1kk Hˆkk′Hˆ−1k′k′ΣˆKk′k′Hˆ−1,∗k′k′ (91)
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for all k 6= k′. Let us emphasize that the diagonal elements of GK only depend on diagonal elements with the same
kk indices, while the off-diagonal elements depend on diagonal elements with coefficients kk or k′k′ and only on
off-diagonal elements with the same Fourier coefficients. Since any other contributions of a different higher harmonic
would be of higher order in p, the different k channels decouple and hence can be considered independently. As a
result, these expressions can be generalized from k = 0,±1 to the whole Fourier space.
These approximate GˆKkk′ are inserted in the right hand side of the full flow equations (Eq. (60) and (61) of the main
text)
∂Λτ
Λ
L(R),k = −
U
4pii
∂∗Λ
∫
dωGK,Λ12(23);0k(ω),
∂Λ
Λ
k = −
Ui
4pi
∂∗Λ
∫
dω
(
GK,Λ11;0k(ω) +G
K,Λ
33;0k(ω)
)
to compute the renormalization analytically in the leading order of O(p).
A. Renormalization of the k = 0 channel
For the renormalization of the k = 0 components of the hopping elements we can consider any of the diagonal
entries of GK, which are independent of the driving frequency and of any higher harmonic. As a consequence the
renormalization of the k = 0 component is independent of the exact driving protocol.
We thus concentrate on the mean values of the hopping matrix element only, since the mean value of the onsite
energy is not renormalized at the particle hole symmetric point (see main text). We include all contributions to the
order of 1D of the matrix entries
GK12(23),00 = Hˆ
−1
1(2)l,00Σˆ
K
ll,00Hˆ
−1,∗
l2(3),00, (92)
which results in
∂Λτ0 = ∂
∗
Λ
∫
dω
Ui
4pi
τΛ0 (ω + iΛ)
ω + i(Λ +D)(ω + iΛ)− 2|τ0|2
1
(ω − i(Λ +D))(ω − iΛ)− 2|τ0|2 4iD
[
θ(−ω)− 1
2
]
. (93)
In order to rewrite the star derivative, which denotes a derivative of only one bare Green’s function, τ0 in the
denominator is set to its initial value and τΛ0 is moved in front of the derivative, which allows to substitute ∂
∗
Λ by ∂Λ
∂Λτ0 = − U
piD
τΛ0
D
∂Λ
∫
dω
(ω + iΛ)/D
(ω + i(Λ +D))/D(ω + iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
[θ(−ω)− 1/2]
(ω − i(Λ +D))/D(ω − iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2 ,
(94)
where all parameters are divided by D. Including all contributions to the order of 1D2 in the denominator the expression
can be computed to
∂Λτ
Λ
0 = −
U
piD
τΛ0 /D
(Λ/D)2 + Λ/D + 2(τ0/D)2
(95)
with τΛ=∞0 = τ0 as initial value, reproducing the differential equation for the time independent equilibrium setup.
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Solving the differential equation analytically, results in
τ ren0
τ0
=
[
1−√1− 8(τ0/D)2
1 +
√
1− 8(τ0/D)2
]− UpiD [1−8(τ0/D)2]−1/2
Dτ0=
(
2τ20
D2
)− UpiD
(96)
i.e. the same power law as it has been discussed in Sect. IV C for the time independent IRLM.
In the following, we compute the analytic expressions for the higher harmonics in the following initially with the
unrenormalized value τ0 and subsequently use the Eqs. (64) to feedback the renormalized values.
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B. Protocol 1: Renormalization of higher harmonics: k 6= 0
In protocol 1 the left hopping is time periodically varied, setting τk 6= 0, while k = τR,k = 0. To describe the
renormalization of τL,k, the flow equation
∂Λτ
Λ
L,k =
Ui
4pi
∂∗Λ
∫
dω GK,Λ12;0k(ω) (97)
is considered. Summing up all contributions of the leading order in 1D , results in
GK,Λ12,0k(ω) =
τΛL,k(ω + kΩ− i(Λ +D))
(ω + kΩ− i(D + Λ))(ω + kΩ− iΛ)− 2|τ0|2
(ω − iΛ)
(ω − i(D + Λ))(ω − iΛ)− 2|τ0|2
4iD [θ(−ω)− 1/2] (ω + iΛ)
(ω + i(D + Λ))(ω + iΛ)− 2|τ0|2 (98)
again including contributions to the order of 1/D2 and rewriting the star derivative leads to
∂Λτ
Λ
L,k 6=0 = −
U
piD
τΛL,k
D
∂Λ
∫
dω
(ω − iΛ)/D [θ(−ω)− 1/2]
−ω+kΩ−iΛD ω−iΛD + 2|τ0|
2
D2 i(
ω+kΩ−iΛ
D +
ω−iΛ
D ) +
2|τ0|4
D4
. (99)
The integral on the right hand side can be performed
∂Λτ
Λ
L,k 6=0 = −
U
piD
τΛL,kΛ/D
2
Λ2
D2 + (4
|τ0|2
D2 +
ikΩ
D )
Λ
D +
2i|τ0|2kΩ
D3 +
4|τ0|4
D4
. (100)
This describes the flow of the higher harmonics in protocol 1. These differential equations can be solved analytically,
yielding
τ renL,k 6=0
τL,k 6=0
= e
U
2piDkΩ (2ikΩ+
4|τ0|2
D ) arctan
(
kΩ
D+2|τ0|2/D
)(
D +
2|τ0|2
D
) 2iU|τ0|2
piD2(kΩ)
[
k2Ω2 +
(
D +
2|τ0|2
D
)2]U(kΩ−2i|τ0|2/D)2piDkΩ
× e
−U
2piDkΩ (2ikΩ+4
|τ0|2
D ) arctan
(
kΩ
2|τ0|2/D
)(
2|τ0|2
D
)−2iU|τ0|2
piD2kΩ
[
k2Ω2 +
(
2|τ0|2
D
)2]−U(kΩ−2i|τ0|2/D)2piDkΩ
Dτk= e
−U
2piDkΩ
4|τ0|2
D arctan
(
kΩ
2|τ0|2/D
) [
k2Ω2 + 4(|τ0|2/D)2
D2
]− U2piD
e
−iU/(piD) arctan
(
kΩ
2|τ0|2/D
)
×
[
4(|τ0|2/D)2
k2Ω2 + 4(|τ0|2/D)2
]U|τ0|2/D
piDkΩ
ΩTK→
(
kΩ
D
)− UpiD
(i)
−sign(k)U/(piD)
. (101)
In the last step, we have specified that the frequency Ω TK. Substituting τ0 by its renormalized value, the analytic
expression captures the full numerical solution of the flow.
C. Protocol 3: Renormalization of k=1
In protocol 3 only the onsite energy  is time periodically varied. We focus on a sinusoidal signal here and choose
(t) = ∆ cos(Ωt).
The flow equation of the first higher harmonic of the onsite energy is
∂Λ
Λ
k=1 = −
Ui
4pi
∂∗Λ
∫
dω
(
GK,Λ11;01(ω) +G
K,Λ
33;01(ω)
)
. (102)
We thus consider
GˆKij,01 = −Hˆ−1il,00ΣˆKll,00(Hˆ−1lm11)∗Hˆmn,01(Hˆ−1nj,00)∗ − Hˆ−1io,00Hˆop,01Hˆ−1pq,11ΣˆKqq,11(Hˆ−1qj,11)∗ (103)
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at i = j = 1 and i = j = 3. All contribution of leading order 1D result in the following flow equation for k=1
∂Λ
Λ
k=1 = ∂
∗
Λ
∫
dω
2U
piD
Λk=1
D
[
(ω + iΛ)/D
i(ω + iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
|τ0|2/D2
−i(ω + Ω− iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
[θ(−ω)− 1/2]
−i(ω − iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
+
|τ0|2/D2
i(ω + iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
[θ(−ω − Ω)− 1/2]
i(ω + Ω + iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
(ω + Ω− iΛ)/D
−i(ω + Ω− iΛ)/D − 2|τ0|2/D2
]
.
(104)
Applying the approximation as discussed for protocol 1 is not possible here. The differential equation cannot be
solved as straightforwardly. If we set all parameters on the right hand side of the flow equation to their respective
initial values, the resulting expression can be integrated straight forwardly but only leads to the result of first order
perturbation theory. The resulting expression
renk=1(Ω)
Dτk/Ω
=
U
piD
TK
2
initk=1
D
i(TK/2 + iΩ)/D
Ω/D(TK + iΩ)/D
[
ln
(
T 2K
T 2K + 4Ω
2
)
− 2i arctan
(
2Ω
TK
)]
(105)
does not encounter any infrared divergencies and is thus sufficient for our purposes. Including the feedback of the
k = 0 channel by substituting
4τ20
D → TK, the analytic expression captures the numerical solution of the full flow
equation.
D. Protocol 3: Renormalization of τk=1
Finally, the renormalization of the left and right hopping is considered, which are equal due to the left right symmetry
of the problem. Evaluating GK12(23),01 shows that it does not depend on τL(R),k=1 and hence its feedback into its own
flow equation is of order O(U2) and which is beyond our considerations. As a result the renormalization of τL(R),k=1
is computed in a first order perturbation theory calculation in U
τL(R),k=1 = −Un12(23),k=1. (106)
This contribution is then computed in an effective model, where the Floquet index takes the role of an extra spatial
index as discussed in Refs. 40, 64 and 65. The time periodic system is mapped to a time independent system with
an enlarged dimensionality by employing an infinite number of replicas of the system in the auxiliary direction of the
Floquet index. The kth replica has an effective chemical potential of µ = kΩ. The various replicas are coupled via
the higher harmonics of the time periodic parameters, where the index k indicates the range of the coupling in the
auxiliary direction. In case of sinusoidal driving of the onsite energy, neighbouring channels are coupled via Λk=±1.
This is depicted in the left, upper panel of Fig. 10.
If we focus on the first higher harmonic of the left hopping, we can identify it as the coupling between the first site
of the k = 1 replica and the second site of the k = 0 channel, which is indicated by a dashed green line. It is zero in
the non-interacting system. Contributions of the other channels would be of higher order in p, we thus focus on the
channels k = 0, 1 (marked red in the lower, left panel of Fig. 10). The afore discussed left-right symmetry allows to
fold the system with respect to the central site leaving us with a four site model of doubled parameters 2τL,0 and 2D,
respectively. The resulting model is depicted in the right upper panel of Fig. 10. Finally, we incorporate the fourth
site of the central region into the right reservoir. As a result, we have a three site effective model, which is coupled on
the one side to a flat band reservoir with the coupling 2D and on the other side the central region is coupled with the
effective hybridization 2Γ1d to the right reservoir with an a Lorentzian shaped reservoir distribution function. This is
depicted in the lower panel of Fig. 10.
In this effective model,
τ renL,k=1 = τ
em
13 = −Unem13 (107)
with τ em/nem as hopping/occupation in the effective model. Thus, only G<13(ω) needs to be set up in the effective
non-interacting model to compute
τ renL,k=1 = −
U
2pii
∫
dωG<13(ω). (108)
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FIG. 10. The time periodically driven 1D system can be understood as a 2D system with replicas shifted by Ω. Neighboring
replicas are coupled via k=1 for the setup with sinusoidally driven onsite energy. For the calculation of the renormalization
of τk=1 only the zeroth and first replica are of relevance to the order O(p). The green, dashed line indicates the coupling of
interest, which is initially zero. To realize the compact effective model (as depicted on the right hand side), we take advantage
of the left-right symmetry and include the first side into an effective reservoir in the k = 0 channel. In this effective model
τ renL,k=1 is the hopping between the first and third site of the central region as indicated.
This becomes∫
dωG<13(ω) =
∫
dω
[(ω − Ω)(ω + 2iΓ1d)− 2k=1]2τL,0k=1[4iDΘ(−(ω − Ω))]
(ω − Ω + 2iD)(ω + 2iΓ1d)(ω − Ω)− (2τL,0)2(ω + 2iΓ1d)− 2k=1(ω − Ω + 2iD)
[(ω − Ω− 2iD)(ω − Ω)− 4τ2L,0]2τL,0k=1[4iΓ1dΘ(−ω)]
(ω − Ω− 2iD)(ω − 2iΓ1d)(ω − Ω)− (2τL,0)2(ω − 2iΓ1d)− 2k=1(ω − Ω− 2iD)
Dτk=
∫
dωΘ(−ω + Ω)4i
D
2τL,0k=1
D2
ω − Ω
D
1
2i(ω − Ω)/D − 4τ
2
L,0
D2
1
−2i(ω − Ω)/D − 4τL,0D2

+ Θ(−ω)4i
D
Γ1d
D
2τL,0k=1
D2
 1
(ω − 2iΓ1d)/D
1
(ω + 2iΓ1d)/D
1
2i(ω − Ω)/D − 4τ
2
L,0
D2
 (109)
and integrating results in (D  τk,Ω)
τ renL,k=1
Dτk/Ω
= − U
2ipiD
τ ren0
(TK + iΩ)/D
k=1
D
[
−2i arctan
(
TK
2Ω
)
+ ipi + ln
(
T 2K + 4Ω
2
T 2K
)]
, (110)
where Γ1d has been replaced by TK, incorporating the feedback of τ0. The marginal renormalization of k=1 renders
it unnecessary to include its feedback. This calculation can be done analogously for the right hopping element τR,k=1.
To compute the Λ dependent flow of the parameter, we skip the last step in building the effective model and keep
the four site model as depicted in the upper right panel of Fig. 10. This is necessary to correctly add the auxiliary
reservoirs to each of the four sites of the model. τΛL,k=1 is then computed as
τΛL,k=1 = −
U
2pii
∫
dωG<,Λ14 (ω), (111)
with G<,Λ14 set up in the effective model with four sites and the ω integral is evaluated numerically for each value of Λ.
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E. Current formulas
The mean left current in protocol 1 can be described by the following expression for temperatures T smaller than
the driving frequency
JL,k=0 =
1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
dE [f(E)− f(E − Ω)] 2
D
|τL,1|2TK/2
(E − − Ω)2 + (TK/2)2
+
1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
dE [f(E)− f(E + Ω)] 2
D
|τL,1|2TK/2
(E − + Ω)2 + (TK/2)2 (112)
for  Ω D and where TK = 4τ20 /D. For T = 0 this simplifies to
JL,k=0 =
1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
dE [Θ(−E)−Θ(−E + Ω)] 2
D
|τL,1|2TK/2
(E − − Ω)2 + (TK/2)2
+
1
2pi
∞∫
−∞
dE [Θ(−E)−Θ(−E − Ω)] 2
D
|τL,1|2TK/2
(E − + Ω)2 + (TK/2)2
=
1
2pi
( |τL,1|
τ0
)2
TK
[
arctan
(
2
TK
)
+
1
2
arctan
(
2Ω− 2
TK
)
− 1
2
arctan
(
2Ω + 2
TK
)]
Ω
=
1
2pi
( |τL,1|
τ0
)2
TK arctan
(
2
TK
)
. (113)
For more details on the derivation see the Supplementary Material of Ref.36.
F. Master equation in Floquet Space
We consider the noninteracting model, which simplifies to
H = d†d+
∑
α,qα
[
qαa
†
qαaqα +
√
TK
4piν
(
da†qα + d
†aqα
)]
(114)
with ν =
∑
qα
δ(ω − qα) and the non-interacting TK and employ the wideband limit.
The kinetic equation as well as the current formula in the Liouville space are
iρ˙(t) =
∫ t
t0
dt′L(t, t′)ρ(t′), (115)
〈Iγ〉 (t) = −iTr
(∫ t
t0
Σγ(t, t
′)ρ(t′)
)
, (116)
with the Liouvillian L(t, t′) = LS(t, t′) + Σ(t, t′), the reduced density matrix of ρ(t′) and the system Liouvillian LS ,
where all reservoir degrees of freedom have been traced out following the standard approach.71 Here we employ the
approximation of separating time scales and set ρ(t′) → ρ(t). Since we are interested in the long time behavior of a
time periodic system, we can rewrite the selfenergy or the current kernel as
Σ(t, t′) =
∑
n
e−inΩtΣn(t− t′), (117)
which allows to rewrite the two equations to
iρ˙(t) =
∑
k
e−ikΩtΣk(i0+)ρ(t), (118)
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〈Iγ〉 (t) = −iTr
(∑
k
e−ikΩtΣkγ(i0
+)ρ(t)
)
. (119)
Due to the charge conservation in this simple quantum dot model, the off diagonal blocks vanish and it is sufficient
to calculate the probabilities of the dot being empty or full (p0, p1). The equation for the probabilities reduces to a
quantum master equation in Floquet space
p˙s(t) =
∑
ks′
e−ikΩtW kss′ps′(t),
=
∑
kns′ 6=s
e−i(k+n)Ωt(W kss′p
n
s′ −W ks′spns ) (120)
〈Iγ〉 (t) =
∑
knss′
e−i(k+n)ΩtW k,γss′ p
n
s′ , (121)
where we have defined −iΣk,(γ)ss,s′s′(i0+) = W k,(γ)ss′ and s, s′ ∈ {0, 1}. The entries of the (current) kernel are
W k00 = Γ
k
0 W
k,α
00 = −Γk,α0 /2
W k01 = −Γk1 W k,α01 = Γk,α1 /2
W k10 = −Γk0 W k,α10 = −Γk,α0 /2
W k11 = Γ
k
1 W
k,α
11 = Γ
k,α
1 /2
with Γk0/1 = Γ
k,L
0/1 + Γ
k,R
0/1 .
The kernel W k is computed to the first order in the tunneling rate in Floquet space. We only consider setups
in which the hoppings are time periodic. In addition to the known diagrammatical rules,71,72 each time dependent
hopping vertex aquires a Floquet index and the energy argument of the propagator is shifted by (k−∑j j)Ω where j
runs over all Floquet indices of hopping vertices to the left. Furthermore, a δk,
∑
j
is required. The rates then compute
to
Γk0 =
∑
α,k2
tαk−k2t
α
k2
∑
n≥0
Tαpi
k2Ω + + iωαn
−
∑
n≥0
Tαpi
k2Ω− + iωαn
− pi
 ,
Γk1 =
∑
α,k2
tαk−k2t
α
k2
∑
n≥0
Tαpi
k2Ω− + iωαn
−
∑
n≥0
Tαpi
k2Ω + + iωαn
− pi
 ,
(122)
with temperature Tα of reservoir α ∈ (L,R) and ωαn = (2n+1)piTα are the respective fermionic Matsubara frequencies.
In order to solve Eq.(120) for the time periodic steady state, we can diagonalize the kernel W k and use the spectral
decomposition. Only the eigenvector to the eigenvalue λ = 0 is necessary to calculate the steady state of ρ(t) in
the long time limit. Equivalently, Eq.(120) can be rewritten under the assumption of a time periodic form of the
probability as well as by employing the symmetries p00 = 1− p01; pn0 = −pn1 , which leads to coupled expressions for the
higher harmonics
p00 =
1
Γ01 + Γ
0
0
(Γ01 −
∑
k 6=0
(Γk1 + Γ
k
0)p
−k
0 ), (123)
p01 =
1
Γ01 + Γ
0
0
(Γ00 −
∑
k 6=0
(Γk1 + Γ
k
0)p
−k
1 ), (124)
pm0 = −
1
−imΩ + Γ01 + Γ00
∑
k 6=0
(Γk1 + Γ
k
0)p
m−k
0 + Γ
m
0
 m 6= 0, (125)
pm1 = −
1
−imΩ + Γ01 + Γ00
∑
k 6=0
(Γk1 + Γ
k
0)p
m−k
1 + Γ
m
1
 m 6= 0. (126)
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The left mean current can be rewritten as
〈IL〉 (t) =
∑
nss′
W−n,γss′ p
n
s′
=
∑
n
Γ−n,L1 p
n
1 − Γ−n,L0 pn0 . (127)
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